Backend Developer – product team
Department/Group

Position Type

Development

Full-time

Location

Application Accepted by

Prague

HR

Reporting to

E-mail

Scrum Master

jobs@socialbakers.com

About Socialbakers
With more than 300 employees located in 11 offices throughout the world, Socialbakers is
the fastest growing social media and digital analytics company globally with customers in
100 countries representing every continent.
Defined by rapid product innovation and relentless dedication to customer success,
Socialbakers has close connections with key social and digital companies like Facebook,
Twitter and Google. Socialbakers is the only global solution that allows brands to measure,
compare, and contrast the success of their social media campaigns with competitive
intelligence. Recognizing the utility of Socialbakers’ products, Facebook has awarded
Socialbakers 3 Preferred Marketing Developer badges.

Job Description
TEAM
We aim for versatile and flexible teams with 4-8 team members. They work together on
features of our customizable product bundle. You can start with any specialization, but we
expect you will grow to being a full-stack developer able to deliver any work fragment. This
happens organically, as a result of iterative development, variability of tasks and team selforganization. Thanks to Quality Assurance, UX, and Product development you can focus on
the areas you know best, and which make you happiest to work on.
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TECHNOLOGY
Built on a foundation of Open Source projects like CoffeeScript, Node.js, React and Google
Closure Tools, we develop one of the most technologically complex solutions on the market.
These technologies communicate with scalable data storages like PostgreSQL, HBase and
Elasticsearch. We have implemented a Continuous Integration system, so you will know
that code you are working on passed the tests, and, if you break it, that it would be easy to
fix. The whole process is implemented on Gitlab and automated tests. Our more than 50
APIs clearly points to our microservices religion. You will learn to love them and write them
too.

Key Responsibilities
Implementation of server-side infrastructure for our core products
Serving the data from data APIs and database storages to application front-ends
Participate in discussions with SW architects about the implementation of new services
Writing scalable, testable & reusable code
Being a member of cross-functional SCRUM team

Skills/Qualifications
Good knowledge of Node.js, npm and frameworks related to Node.js (Express, etc.)
Previous strong experience with JavaScript
Experience with creating APIs (scaling, versioning,…) and websocket protocol
At least basic experience with SQL and NoSQL databases, key-value storages, messaging
queues (we are using PostgreSQL, HBase, ElasticSearch, Redis, RabbitMQ & more)
Knowledge of code versioning tools (Git)
Experience with writing scalable server-side applications is a plus
Experience with creating automated tests is a plus

We offer
Work in new modern offices in Karlín with a great big terrace and our own grill
Very friendly atmosphere within young team
Agile and openminded culture
Posibility to learn new technologies and also bring your ideas
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High level of flexibility
Language courses
Chance to win in a ping-pong tournament or to enjoy the table football, Xbox, or even have
a Yoga or running sessions with colleagues or trainings with kettlebells
Almost all year-round grilling parties and other smaller or bigger teambuildings
Workshops and meetings with various experts from the Czech market (Lunch@Learn
session, Inspirational Evenings)
Open discussions with colleagues while beer tasting (or wine if you prefer :)
And others...it is definitely worth to meet with us!
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